
REVIEW QUESTIONS FOR CODE NAME VERITY BY Elizabeth Wein 

 

Ormaie 8 

1. Why does the narrator say that she is a coward? 

2. What was she bribed with?  What does she have to do to earn these things? 

3. What did she have to do to earn these things? 

4. What did she exchange the last set of codes for?   

5. How did she get caught as an enemy agent?   

6. What is she supposed to be writing about?   

7. Why do they think she has this information?   

8. Who is Margaret “Maddie” Brodatt?   

9. What happened one day when Maddie and Beryl were on a picnic?   

10. What was the most shocking part of that sight? 

11. Who was Dympna Wythenshawe? 

12. How did she influence Maddie’s life? 

 

Ormaie 9 

 

1. What nationality is the narrator? 

2. How do the other prisoners feel about the narrator? 

3. How did Maddie become a pilot? 

4. What did Maddie sign up for?  What does she do there? 

5. How does Maddie get to fly in a bomber? 

6. Why was Maddie shaking after a flight in the bomber? 

 

Ormaie 10 

 

1. What is RDF? 

2. How does RDF help the British in the war? 

3. What was Maddie’s next job? 

4. How did Maddie first meet Queenie? 

5. Where did they become better acquainted? 

6. What does Maddie ask Queenie? 

7. What is her reply? 

 

Ormaie 11 

 

1. What does Von Linden say the narrator is doing?   

2. What does Von Linden realize? 

3.  What happens when Maddie and Queenie have to report to work during an attack? 

4. What does Queenie say as she leaves Maddie? 

5. What have they become to one another? 

6. Why do they go on a bike ride? 

7. Where are they going? 

8. What does Maddie tell her is one of her big fears? 

9. Why do they go to the farmhouse? 

10. What does Maddie say is her final fear? 

11. What did Maddie figure out about the flat? 

12. What happened at the bar? 

 

 

 



Ormaie 16 

 

1. What pictures were shown to Queenie? 

2. Where did they take her and why? 

3. What does she discover while she is there? 

4. What happened to her in the beginning of her interrogations? 

5. How did Dympna reenter Maddie’s life? 

6. What does she want Maddie to do? 

7. What did they see on that flight? 

8. Where is Maddie transferred to? 

9. Where was Queenie transferred to? 

10. What happened to Queenie’s brother Jamie? 

 

Ormaie 17 

 

1. What deal does Queenie make for more time? 

2. What did Queenie learn would be her fate listening to the soldiers?  

3. What do they do for Queenie before she meets with the American? 

 

Ormaie 18 

 

1. What dos Queenie want to happen to her? 

2. What fear does she no longer have? 

3. Where does Maddie end up one night? 

4. What is Jamie doing? 

5. What does Maddie suggest to him? 

 

Ormaie 20 

 

1. How do they dress her for the interview? 

2. What else is done to her? 

3. What does the interviewer tell her she is looking for? 

4. What does she get to drink? 

5. What does Penn give her? 

6. What did Von Linden do before the war? 

7. What is his family situation? 

 

 

Ormaie 21 

 

1. What is Maddie allowed to do now? 

2. Who does she fly at times? 

3. Who does she meet in The Cottage? 

4. What does he want her to do? 

 

Ormaie 22 

 

1. Who is one of her passengers? 

2. What does Maddie do with Michael? 

3. What happens when Maddie returns to her room after the flight? 

4. What does she see when Queenie returns? 

5. How does Queenie explain what Maddie saw? 



6. What does Queenie actually do in the war? 

7. What was Queenie’s name on the job? 

8. How does she feel about her job? 

9. Why is Queenie so upset? 

 

Ormaie 23 

 

1. Where does Queenie go after the rough interview? 

2. Why is she on leave? 

3. What decision does she make? 

4. What sort of training does she get? 

5. What happened to her scheduled pilot? 

6. Who does Queenie suggest to fly her? 

7. Who argues against it? 

 

Ormaie 24 

 

1. Why does von Linden come to her cell? 

2. What happened on their flight? 

3. What does Maddie say Queenie may have to do? 

4. Do they find the field? 

 

Ormaie 25 

 

1. What does Queenie tell the French girl who is being tortured to do? 

2. What is Queenie’s punishment for her foul mouth? 

3. What happens when Maddie tries to land? 

4. What is Maddie’s solution? 

5. What happens with the French Girl (Marie)? 

6. Where is Queenie at this time? 

7. What does Queenie say as she jumps out of the plane? 

 

Ormaie 28   

 

1. What is Queenie’s real name? 

2. How does she think of herself? 

3. What are Queenie’s last written words? 

4. What did von Linden’s superior order? 

 

Part II Kittyhawk 

 

1. What does Maddie realize? 

2. Why does Maddie think she should not write anything down? 

3. What happened to Maddie and the plane? 

4. Who does the Resistance think that she is? 

5. What did Maddie bring them? 

6. What do they do with the plane? 

7. What else do they put in the plane? 

8. Who does Maddie end up with? 

9. Where do they take her? 

10. Why is Maddie extra nervous about being caught? 

 



1. What do they teach Maddie to do? 

2. Who is Mitraillette? 

3. What does the son of the family she is staying with do? 

4. What is ironic about Etienne? 

5. What is Julie’s code name? 

6. What do they need to get to Julie? 

 

1. What happens to another Lysander? 

2. Why is Maddie’s return to England delayed? 

3. What are Maddie’s ten fears now? 

4. What has happened to Julie? 

 

1. Why did the Germans take pictures of the plane? 

2. What does the photographer agree to do with the pictures? 

3. Why is Maddie glad to see the 11 “wireless” sets? 

4. Why doesn’t Maddie like Paul? 

 

1. What does the Mother (Maman) where Maddie is staying do the last weekend of every month? 

2. What does Etienne have on his forehead? 

3. Where did it come from? 

 

1. How did Maddie get to the landing field? 

2. Who was the other pilot shot down? 

3. What is the plan to get information about Julie? 

4. Why didn’t they get back to England? 

5. What does Jamie tell Paul about Maddie? 

6. What happens to frighten them? 

 

1. What is Maddie’s new identity? 

2. What happens when they meet Etienne? 

3.  Who is Maddie pretending to be? 

4. What did Jamie say to Maddie that is causing her to lose sleep? 

 

1. How long has Maddie been in France? 

2. What happened to prevent her from leaving the second time? 

3. Why is Maddie so upset about this? 

4. What did Jamie leave her? 

 

1. Who did Georgia Penn find? 

2. What does Georgia tell Maddie when they meet? 

3. What did Georgia see? 

4. What does Georgia think about Julie’s plan? 

5. What info did Julie give Georgia? 

6. Why does Maddie cry? 

 

1. What has Amelie seen? 

2. What else did Amelie see? 

3. Who does Maddie know the second girl to be? 

4. Why won’t the RAF bomb the Gestapo headquarters? 

5. When will Maddie believe that Julie is dead? 

 

1. What excuse do they use for Kathe not being there on Gestapo Sunday? 



2. What is Maddie to do? 

3. Why is the Gestapo in an uproar? 

4. What does Maddie use as her inspiration during tough times? 

 

1. How does Maddie get the message to Engel? 

2. What does Engel ask her? 

3. How did Maddie blow her cover? 

 

1. What message did Engel leave? 

2. What message is written on it? 

 

1. What is the date of the incident? 

2. How do they try to stop the bus? 

3. Who organized the attack? 

4. Where do they hide their vehicles/bikes? 

5. How did they get to the bridge? 

6. What do they do to the driver and two of the guards? 

7. How does Maddie react? 

8. What do the guards do in response? 

9. Why can’t they kill the 3 guards? 

10. What do Mitraillette and Maddie realize? 

11. What does Julie do? 

12. Why won’t they kill her? 

13. Why did Julie do it? 

14. What happens when the Germans start to reload the bus? 

15. What do the Germans decide to do after some escape? 

16. How does Maddie react? 

17. What does Julie realize? 

18. What does Julie yell? 

19. What does Maddie do? 

 

1. What does the next prisoner say to the Resistance? 

2. What does the Resistance do? 

3. What does Mitraillette ask Maddie? 

4. Who takes over the mission? 

5. Where do they rest? 

6. Why were some prisoners chained but not all? 

7. Why does Maddie attack one of the prisoners? 

8. Where is Maddie taken? 

9. What happens there? 

10. What does the woman say as Maddie is leaving? 

11. What is delivered to Maddie? 

12. How does Maddie feel about the papers at first? 

13. What does she discover? 

14. What did Maddie realize? 

 

1. What does Julie discover? 

2. How do Julie’s words make her feel? 

 

1. What else is in the writing? 

 

1. Who does Maddie meet when going to pick up papers? 



2. What does Engel do? 

3. What does she ask Maddie? 

4. What does Engel say next?/ What does she realize? 

5. What does she show/tell her? 

6. What did Engel discover after she chloroformed Julie? 

7. What did Engel do? 

8. How did Engel know what Julie was doing? 

9. What does Engel tell Maddie to do? 

10. What did she learn about Engel and Julie? 

11. How did Engel get Julie’s story? 

12. What did Engel give Julie? 

13. Who appears as they are saying good-bye? 

14. How does Maddie feel about von Linden? 

 

1. Where is Maddie now? 

2. What happened in Ormaie? 

3. What happened to Maddie and the Jamaican after the bomb? 

4. What did she share with the Jamaican? 

5. Who did Maddie see before she left?  Who is she? 

6. Does Maddie tell her who Julie was? 

7. Who came to pick Maddie up? 

8. What does he want her to do? 

9. What does she tell Jamie? 

10. What does Jamie do on the flight? 

 

1. Who does she meet with? 

2. What does Maddie say when he asks her what she is afraid of? 

3. What does he tell her when the interview is over? 

4. Why is he grilling her? 

5. What does Maddie realize? 

6.   What happened to von Linden? 

7. What does Maddie want to do with the writings? 

8. Where is a part of Maddie? 

 

1.  What does Julie’s mother say in her letter? 

2. What does she ask of Maddie? 

  

 


